Moser, Thomas elected to top UA spots

By Katie Schwartz

The Class of 1986 chose Vivienne Lee, class president for the past three years, to continue as permanent class president in elections Wednesday. Lee received 211 votes to 101 each for challengers Ellen N. Epstein and Bill Hohbi. The election commission declared Lee the winner without a second round of voting — the procedure when there are more than two candidates — because she attained a simple majority on the first round, according to commissioner Walter Rho '87.

Incumbent Sharon A. Israel retained the Class of '86 vice presidency, defeating Costa Kokoropoulos '87 by 249 to 138. Moser, who became senior class secretary after two rounds of preferential voting, received 101 votes to 149 for Kim L. Hunter in the final round. Tim A. Magee was eliminated in the first round. Marc C. Visita, running unopposed, was re-elected as Class of '86 treasurer. Brian Miller, also unopposed, was elected member-at-large of the senior class. D'onna Whileover defeated David Chann, 204 to 115, for senior class agent.

None of the six elected positions for the Class of 1997 was contested. The junior class elected incumbent Grace W. Ueng as president, Eugene Ultimovice as vice president, Jonathan Buchter as secretary, and the team of Jeff Kung and Calvin Fang as social chairperson; all ran unopposed.

Forum views humanities

By Joseph J. Killian

"Too often fields of learning that are "hard" and clearly relevant to the workplace are distinguished from and ranked above those that are "soft" and less utilitarian. The current trend is for more requirements, said Mark A. Curtiss, who turned in ballots on the day of the election. "If anything, the current trend is against."

"The announcement came as a surprise to political observers. Vallety had been monitoring a highly visible and expensive campaign, and had spelled out long-range plans for it. Two or three candidates would be best, Vallety said, and they would not have withdrawn from a race "against Joe Kennedy exponentially," he said. He didn't expect to endorse or attack any candidate in the 8th District.

Vallety explained that he did not intend to seek re-election to the Massachusetts State House, but planned to rely on his family and friends. Vallety's wife Tory and infant son Charlie stood with him at the announcement, which was greeted with cheers from supporters and family members.

"The Other Guy" becomes another guy, "Vallety said, referring to his campaign slogan. He does not intend to leave politics; next week he plans to travel to Washington, DC, to ask fellow Vietnam veterans in Congress to vote against military aid for the contra rebels in Nicaragua.

By Eric L. Chang

Today is the last day to vote in the annual Alpha Phi Omega Big Screw competition. As of Monday, the leaders were: two-time winner Arthur P. Mattuck, history of the mathematics department, 74.7.42; tenured math faculty, 54.6.55; and the Tenure Policy Committee with 453.83.
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Others 3.0%
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Voters in Lobby 10 during Wednesday's UA elections.

By John T. Groth

Turf war could be a reality once the 1995-96 school year begins, according to Cosmetic Kramer, head of the HASS Committee and head of the history department. Members of the school of engineering have suggested that students be required to take a minor in a HASS field, she said.

Under the new proposal, the number of humanities distribution subjects would be reduced to roughly 40 a year, Curtiss said. If anything, the current trend is against."
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